












































Global 
Trends 
Forecast
2018 - 2019



2017:
Facing 
the Truth



*The fusion between vulnerable and middle 
class through access and debt. 
*A massive segment where democratization 
of fads it’s mandatory.

AccessClass



I  M P L I  C A T  I  O N

The constant exploration, testing, and adaptation of premium 

food products in order to create massive disruptive innovations. 

Between 2013 and 2017 the coconut penetration in food and beverages categories 

in the US and EU increase 550%, thanks to new entries for massive brands and channels (Nielsen)



*Every day will come with the fall of some 
global myth or taboo.
*The ‘new normal’ invites to have and live 
new flavors and experiences constantly.

Exotic Goes Mainstream
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Häagen-Dazs Mochi



*Yesterday… small ventures looking for 
saving and teaching the world.
*Tomorrow… the new value products and 
companies that moves corporations.

Goodness Business



I  M P L I  C A T  I  O N

Attributes like organic, natural, and clean will become into 

a mandatory entry-level rather than a luxury for consumers.

Nearly half of US millennials say they now expect all products to be GMO free,

while 43% expect organic, 53% natural, and 56% recyclable (J. Walter Thompson)



*Governments, corporations, and people 
are questioning about their role in society.
*In a world where goodness it has been 
overshadowed, it’s time for a great change.

Humankind Reputation
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Chobani



*A celebration of non-traditional. The 
evolution of authenticity trend.
*Transcends behaviors and expressions 
including food, drinks, tech, and design.

Im-Perfection



I  M P L I  C A T  I  O N

A new approach to real-time innovation product testing, 

where feedback and iterations happens ‘on the field’. 

For 76% of marketers, one of 2018 challenges are related with a better way of 

check product testing that evolves conventional online panels and consumer sessions (WARC)



*A world where all adventures, products and 
services happens inside rather than outside.
*The evolution of nesting, where technology 
enhance new ways of urban mobility.

InHouse
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Google



*Overuse of social media turns isolation into 
something regular since millennials.
*The new rules of job turns overwork as a 
symbol of social status. Boring… 

LonelyBuzz



I  M P L I  C A T  I  O N

The tipping point of ‘Personal Energy Shots’ where new 

types of protein and on-the-go occasions will be key.

7% of US households follows a high protein diet, the key categories that pushed

this claim in 2017 was nuts, non-dairy options, seeds, legumes and seafood (Nielsen)



Memorabilia

*With a data overdose, the new concern it’s 
about how to make it really useful.
*An emergent worry around the underuse of 
memory begins. Maximization will be key.
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Starbucks



*People confront benefits of global products 
and data, with local industries and needs. 
*The conversation evolves from develop-
emerging countries, to city-centric.

New Globalization



I  M P L I  C A T  I  O N

The evolution of local production, thanks to global migrations 

that invites to cultural mixtures and new gastronomy fads.

The ‘Londonish gastronomy Experience’ that blends ingredients and styles from UK, India, 

Lebanon, and Central Africa will focus launches and food experiences in 2018 (Food & Wine)  



*New frontiers in technology invites to a 
cutting-edge exploration of senses. 
*Consumers will use senses to expand their 
perception of products and services.

Sensory Metaphysics
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Oreo
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